To test the hypothesis that a respiratory cycle influences pain processing, we conducted an experimental pain study in 10 healthy volunteers. Intraepidermal electrical stimulation (IES) with a concentric bipolar needle electrode was applied to the hand dorsum at pain perceptual threshold or four times the perceptual threshold to produce first pain during expiration or inspiration either of which was determined by the abrupt change in an exhaled CO 2 level. IES-evoked potentials (IESEPs), sympathetic skin response (SSR), digital plethysmogram (DPG), and subjective pain intensity rating scale were simultaneously recorded. With either stimulus intensity, IES during expiration produced weaker pain feeling compared to IES during inspiration. The mean amplitude of N200/P400 in IESEPs and that of SSR were smaller when IES was applied during expiration. The magnitude of DPG wave gradually decreased after IES, but a decrease in the magnitude of DPG wave was less evident when IES was delivered during expiration. Regardless of stimulus timing or stimulus intensity, pain perception was always concomitant with appearance of IESEPs and SSR, and changes in DPG. Our findings suggest that pain processing fluctuates during normal breathing and that pain is gated within the central nervous system during expiration.
Introduction
There is growing evidence that pain can be relieved by slow deep breathing in the settings of the nursing (Miller & Perry, 1990) or in experimental pain research (Chalaye et al., 2009; Zautra et al., 2010) . Zen meditation, accompanied with extremely slow breathing, also has similar beneficial effects on the perception of pain (Grant et al., 2011; Zeidan et al., 2011) . All the previous experimental pain studies on respiratory modulation, however, did not investigate whether analgesic effects during slow breathing would change between inspiratory phase (IP) and expiratory phase (EP). As to a relationship between pain processing and the cardiac cycle, the magnitude of pain-related brain potentials is changed across the cardiac cycle and tends to be smaller during systole where reflex parasympathetic activation occurs (Edwards et al., 2008) . The pending issue is whether pain perception and pain-related responses Abbreviations: EP, expiratory phase; IP, inspiratory phase; IES, intraepidermal stimulation; IESEPs, intraepidermal electrical stimulus-evoked potentials; DPG, digital plethysmogram; SSR, sympathetic skin response.of the brain or the autonomic nervous system are changed during a respiratory cycle in normal breath. We hypothesize that pain processing is modulated by a respiratory cycle and that pain will be decreased during EP compared to IP in slow breathing as well as normal breath, since the Lamaze method of childbirth preparation involving exercises and breathing control recommends to keep EP longer for relieving pain during parturition without drugs (Michaels, 2010) .
The mechanism of pain processing has been studied by analyzing subjective pain intensity scores and physiological measures such as brain potentials and autonomic functions following noxious stimulation that induces the whole range from modest to strong pain. However, pain-related brain potentials such as laser evoked potentials are modulated by the level of attentiveness (GarciaLarrea et al., 1997) or stimulus-related factors such as saliency ; therefore, it is still debated as to whether the vertex "N2-P2" potential in laser evoked potentials reflects the distinctive response in central pain processing or rather attentional or orienting response that often appears regardless of sensory modality (Garcia-Larrea et al., 1997; Baumgärtner & Treede, 2009; Iannetti et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009; Mouraux et al., 2011; Truini et al., 2004 Truini et al., , 2007 . We assume that if the subject's attentiveness is kept constant and stimulus-related factors are fairly controlled, feeble noxious stimulation at the pain perceptual threshold of the subject will minimize the attentional or orienting aspects of the pain-evoked response and, thereby, allow us to analyze physiological measures such as evoked potentials closely related to pain processing proper. Thus, using intraepidermal stimulation technique (IES) with a concentric bipolar needle electrode (Inui et al., 2002; Inui and Kakigi, 2012; Mouraux et al., 2010; Otsuru et al., 2009) , we investigated whether brain potentials, sympathetic activity, and subjective pain intensity ratings are changed during IP or EP in normal breath either of which was precisely determined by monitoring an exhaled CO 2 level. We set two stimulation intensity, the perceptual threshold and four times as large as the perceptual threshold, to confirm whether respiratory modulation of pain processing consistently occurs with either stimulus intensity.
Methods

Subjects
Ten male paid-volunteers took part in the experiments. All were healthy university students and identified as right-handed, based on the Edinburgh questionnaire (Oldfield, 1971) . The mean age was 19.6 ± 0.2 years (mean ± standard error (SE); range, 19-21 years), and the mean height was 172.9 ± 1.2 cm (mean ± SE; range, 167-178 cm). All of the participants provided written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the guidelines approved by the Ethical Committee of Aomori University of Health and Welfare.
Electrophysiological measures
We recorded EEG from 35 scalp sites and a polygram such as electrooculogram (EOG), EKG, digital plethysmogram (DPG), sympathetic skin response (SSR), an exhaled CO 2 level and thorax or finger movement using a 64 channel Electroencephalograph (EEG-1200 Neurofax, Nihon Kohden Corp., Tokyo, Japan). For EEG recording, a 31 channel Electrocap (E1-L/M, Electro-Cap International, Inc., Ohio, USA) was used to obtain potentials from the following positions on the scalp according to the International 10/20 system: Fp1 , Fp2, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, T3, T4,  T5, T6 , Fz, Cz, Pz, FPz, FCz, CPz, Oz, FC3, FC4, CP3, CP4, TP7, TP8, FT7, and FT8 . Additional surface electrodes were positioned at F9, F10, TP9, TP10, A1 (left earlobe), and A2 (right earlobe), and the ground electrode, on the forehead. The left earlobe (A1) electrode served as a reference. The scalp or earlobe electrode impedance was kept below 5 k . In addition to EEG, ocular movements and eye blinks were recorded using two additional surface electrodes placed at the upper-left and lower-right sides of the left eye. Using a pulse oximeter (OLV-3100, Oxypal Neo, Nihon Kohden Corp., Tokyo, Japan) with a finger probe (TL-201 T, Nihon Kohden Corp., Tokyo, Japan), the DPG was obtained from left index finger and transferred to an EEG-1200 Neurofax. Using an expiratory carbon dioxide gas monitor (OLG-2800, Nihon Kohden Corp., Tokyo, Japan) with a carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) sensor kit (TG-920P, Nihon Kohden Corp.) including a CO 2 sensor (TG-121T, Nihon Kohden Corp.) and a nasal adapter (YG-121T, Nihon Kohden Corp.), an exhaled CO 2 level was continuously monitored. The analog signal from the expiratory carbon dioxide gas monitor was transferred to an EEG-1200 Neurofax and an electromyograph MEB-4308 (Nihon Kohden Corp., Tokyo, Japan) with which we could give an electric pulse for nerve stimulation or a trigger pulse to drive another peripheral nerve stimulator at a given time: when an exhaled CO 2 level abruptly exceeded 20 mmHg indicating an early phase of expiration (expiratory phase, EP) or when it abruptly fell below 20 mmHg indicating an early phase of inspiration (inspiratory phase, IP). For SSR recording, we used standard surface EEG disk electrodes (8 mm diameter, argentum surface, H503A, Nihon Kohden Corp.), applied with commercial electrode paste (Eelefix, Nihon Kohden Corp.) to the palm and the dorsum of the left hand. The thorax movement was recorded using a thorax movement sensor kit (TR-111A, Nihon Kohden Corp., Tokyo, Japan). To record the subjective evaluation of pain intensity in each stimulation, the extension movement of right index or middle finger from a resting position also was detected using an apparatus that comprises two digital laser sensors, aligned parallel (LV-H62, Keyence Corp., Osaka, Japan). All data imported to an EEG-1200 Neurofax were digitized with a sampling rate of 1 kHz. For EEG data, the time constant was 0.3 s and the cut-off frequency of a low-pass filter, 120 Hz at −3 dB. For recording of SSR and thorax or finger movement, the time constant was set at 2.0 s and the cutoff frequency of a low-pass filter, 15 Hz at −3 dB.
Intraepidermal electrical stimulation with a concentric bipolar needle electrode
For nociceptive stimulation, we used an intraepidermal electrical stimulation (IES) method with a concentric bipolar needle electrode that was developed for the selective stimulation of cutaneous A-delta fibers (Inui et al., 2006) . We used a disposable, stainless steel concentric bipolar needle electrode for IES (NM-990W, Nihon Kohden Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The anode is an outer ring of 0.1 mm in height, 1.4 mm outside diameter and 0.1 mm in thickness, and the cathode is an inner needle of 0.2 mm in length that stuck out from the outer ring surface by 0.1 mm, providing a stimulation area of 1.54 mm 2 that is narrower than a one-tenth of a stimulation area in a planar concentric bipolar electrode (19.6 mm 2 ) (see Kaube et al., 2000; de Tommaso et al., 2011; Perchet et al., 2012) . By pressing the electrode against the skin gently, the needle tip was inserted in the epidermis and superficial part of the dermis where nociceptors are located, while the outer ring was attached onto the skin surface (for details, see Inui et al., 2006) . In the present study, the electrode was put on the dorsum of the left hand, between the first and second metacarpal bones. To precisely determine subject's pinprick sensation threshold, we used a newly developed peripheral nerve stimulator for the exclusive use of IES (PNS-7000, Nihon Kohden Corp., Tokyo, Japan) that allows us to control a pulse intensity at a 0.01 mA unit and provides a distinct shape of the pulse with a different rise, plateau or fall time at a 0.1 ms step. To obtain cutaneous A-delta fiber activation selectively, we used a triple trapezoid pulse of 0.2-ms rise, 1.5-ms plateau and 0.5-ms fall time with an interval of 20 ms. Prior to EEG recordings, we determined the minimum intensity producing a feeble pain, referred to as the perceptual threshold, in each subject by increasing the current intensity stepwise by a 0.01 mA unit until a subject feels a pain. We confirmed that the level of the perceptual threshold was reproducible by repeating threshold determination in each subject. Also, since the stimulus intensity of >1 mA may recruit unwanted activation of large-diameter A beta fibers (Legrain & Mouraux, 2013) , we assured ourselves that the stimulus intensity at four times the perceptual threshold in each subject would be <1 mA. The stimulus intensity was unchanged during recording session. It was set at the perceptual threshold or at four times the perceptual threshold producing a definite pain sensation in each subject. In order to avoid giving stimulus frequently during EEG recording session, we controlled on-off of IES by manually interrupting transmission of a trigger pulse from an electromyograph MEB-4308, by which we monitored an exhaled CO 2 level, to the PNS-7000 stimulator.
Experimental procedures
The subject sat relaxed in a comfortable reclining chair in a quiet room that was air-conditioned and electrically shielded: the room temperature was set at around 24 • C and the humidity of the room was maintained at around 40%. During testing, the subject was encouraged to stare at the distance, a cross-shaped point marked on the wall, and minimize muscle and eye-blink interference, and breathed normally through a nasal adapter connected to an expiratory carbon dioxide gas monitor, as described above. For a trial of EP stimulation, an electric pulse for IES was delivered when an exhaled CO 2 level abruptly exceeded 20 mmHg, indicating an early phase of expiration (expiratory phase, EP). In order to avoid subject's habituation against painful stimulation, we kept an interstimulus interval (ISI) 30 s or more; one session of EP stimulation lasted about 10 min to obtain 10 EP stimuli. Likewise, we obtained one session of IP stimulation comprising 10 IP stimuli in which an electric pulse for IES was delivered when an exhaled CO 2 level abruptly fell below 20 mmHg, indicating an early phase of inspiration (inspiratory phase, IP). We repeated EP or IP stimulation session of two different stimulus intensities in a random order until we could obtain at least 20 trials for either EP or IP stimulation with low intensity of the perceptual threshold or with high intensity of four times as large as the perceptual threshold. Similarly, we also obtained 20 trials for either EP or IP stimulation of zero intensity (sham stimulation). In order to minimize movement artifacts during polygraph recordings in relation to record the subjective evaluation of pain intensity, we used a six degrees-scale, instead of the visual analog scale, that enabled subjects to express the pain intensity score by either finger movement to each noxious stimulus. We adopted the Wong-Baker FACES pain rating scale (Wong & Baker, 1988) as pain intensity scaling: "Face 0" is very happy because he does not hurt at all; "Face 1" hurts just a little bit; "Face 2" hurts a little more; "Face 3" hurts even more; "Face 4" hurts a whole lot; and "Face 5" hurts as much as you can imagine. Basic use of the Wong-Baker FACES pain rating scale (WBS) in pain severity assessment is to guess the degree of the pain from the expression of the patients in a pediatric region; however, the WBS as well as the visual analog scale has been found to have an excellent correlation in older children with acute pain in the emergency room when applied as in the case of the present study (Garra et al., 2010) . In our preliminary experiment of IES, few subjects experienced the pain intensity corresponding to more than "Face 3"; so, for each stimulation in the current study, the subject was instructed to represent the pain intensity rating he evaluates as a response of either index or middle finger movement; no either finger movement, "Face 0" (no pain); index finger movement, "Face 1" (hurting a little bit); middle finger movement, "Face 2" (hurting a little more); and both index and middle finger movement, "Face 3" (hurting even more).
Data processing and analysis
EEG and polygram data for each session were transferred off-line to a Windows computer and, by using MATLAB software (version 2010a, Mathworks Incorp., Massachusetts, USA), the epoch for the period between 5 s before EP or IP trigger and 10 s after the trigger was extracted and collected, based on the following criteria for rejecting artifact-contaminated trials: any trials showing a large EOG that exceeds ±100 V during a period between 300 ms prior to the trigger and 700 ms after the trigger; the trials containing a false EP or IP trigger caused by a calibration waveform of an expiratory CO 2 gas monitor that appeared at an irregular interval; and the trials showing apparent SSR more than ±500 V that appeared prior to the trigger. Then, for each participant, EEG and SSR following the perceptual threshold stimulation, four times the perceptual threshold stimulation and sham stimulation were separately averaged for EP or IP trigger, and digitally filtered with a bandpass of 0.1-50 Hz. Averaged EEG traces were then aligned to a baseline (i.e., the average amplitude during the 300 ms preceding stimulus presentation was subtracted from each signal). We obtained the scalp topography of intraepidermal electrical stimulus-evoked potentials (IESEPs) by MATLAB's grid data function, linear interpolation method. IESEP components were labeled from the negative or positive polarity and their modal peak latencies. We measured the latency and amplitude of the initial negativity (N200) and succeeding positivity (P400) of IESEP at Cz electrode; when N200 or P400 is not elicited with a certain stimulating condition, the amplitude of that response was considered to be zero. Also, regardless of EP or IP stimulation, single trials for each participant were re-collected based on "Face 0", "Face 1", "Face 2", or "Face 3" of the WBS, and averaged separately for further analysis. Then, a grand-averaged IESEP was obtained across 10 subjects for EP or IP stimulation with different intensities or different Face scales. As to SSR, we measured the amplitude from a baseline to the major negative peak and the onset/peak latency of the negative response. As to an analysis of DPG, we determined the amplitude from a preceding trough to a systolic peak for each pulse and an interpeak interval successively in a 15-s period including pre-stimulus of 5 s. Then, post-stimulus DPG amplitude at each beat was normalized as a percentage to the average amplitude value of DPG waves for 5 beats that appeared prior to the stimulus trigger.
Statistical analysis
IBM SPSS Statistics (v. 21, IBM Japan Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) was used for all statistical computations. The alpha-criterion for nonsignificance was >0.05. A chi-square test was used to determine whether the subjective evaluation of pain intensity is affected by a respiratory cycle for the perceptual threshold stimulation and for four times the perceptual threshold stimulation. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied to compare the peak latency and amplitude of N200, P400 or SSR between EP and IP stimulation. Comparisons of the peak latency and amplitude of N200, P400 or SSR among different subjective pain intensity rating scales also were analyzed using non-parametric methods such as Wilcoxon signed-rank test or Friedman test. To assess sequential changes in the amplitude of DPG wave as the effect of noxious stimulation, a two-way 2 × 9 (stimulus condition × time course (from pre-stimulus to 8th post-stimulus)) analysis of variance (ANOVA) repeated measures design was employed. Here, three sets of conditions were analyzed: EP sham vs. EP pain stimulus; IP sham vs. IP pain stimulus; and EP pain stimulus vs. IP pain stimulus.
Results
3.1. DPGs, SSRs and subjective evaluation of pain intensity indicated by index or middle finger response following intraepidermal electrical stimulation Fig. 1 illustrates single trials of polygraph and the subjective evaluation of pain intensity by sham or noxious IES with different intensities in a representative subject. The IES using a disposable, stainless steel concentric bipolar needle electrode did not cause flare reactions around the electrode, an indication of C-fiber activation, in accordance with a previous study (Inui et al., 2002) . The mean strength of the IES at the pain perceptual threshold for 10 participants was 0.03 mA (n = 10; range, 0.02-0.05) and that at four times the perceptual threshold, 0.13 mA (n = 10; range, 0.08-0.20). The mean pain perceptual threshold level (0.03 mA) determined with a peripheral nerve stimulator for the exclusive use of IES (PNS-7000) in the present study, in accordance with the previous one (0.04 mA, Otsuru et al., 2009), was much lower than IES with intensity at four times the perceptual threshold. The index and middle finger movement responses, corresponding to the subjective evaluation of pain intensity as "Face 1" and "Face 2" of the WBS, respectively, accompanies with the sympathetic response such as appearance of SSR and successive reduction in the amplitude of DPG wave. Note that with intensity of either the pain perceptual threshold or four times the perceptual threshold, the sympathetic response is larger for inspiratory phase stimulation compared to expiratory phase stimulation.
Fig. 2.
Intraepidermal electrical stimulus-evoked potentials (IESEPs) obtained from a representative subject (A) (appearing as subject 3 in Figs. 3 and 6) and grand-averaged IESEPs across 10 subjects (B). Traces recorded from 35 scalp sites, depicted from −300 to 700 ms post-stimulus, are overlaid that follow IES to left hand in an early phase of expiratory (EP) or inspiratory phase (IP) with intensity at the pain perceptual threshold (upper panel) or at four times the perceptual threshold (lower panel). Stimulus onset occurred at 0 ms in each panel. Negativity of the active electrodes referenced to the left ear lobe registers upward in this and subsequent figures. The vertex (Cz) waveform at the N200 or P400 focus in each panel is shown as a thick black trace, the others as gray traces. Topographic maps at the peak latency of N200 or P400 also are illustrated in each stimulating condition. Note that, with intensity of either the pain perceptual threshold or four times the perceptual threshold, the amplitude of N200 or P400 of IESEPs is larger for IP stimulation compared to EP stimulation.
that determined by the use of a conventional electrical stimulator with steps of 0.1 mA (Mouraux et al., 2010) or 0.2 mA (de Tommaso et al., 2011; Kaube et al., 2000) . It should be noted that the mean value corresponding to four times the perceptual threshold (0.13 mA) in the current study was lower than that corresponding to twofold the perceptual threshold which was determined using a conventional electrical stimulator in IES (0.16 mA, Mouraux et al., 2010; 0.2 mA, Tanaka et al., 2008) .
The amplitude of DPG wave was fluctuated during every respiratory cycle without IES (sham stimulation) and decreased markedly when the subject felt pain following IES during IP (the right panel in Fig. 1B and C) . The SSR was elicited only when the subject felt pain following IES. It was noteworthy that with intensity of either the perceptual threshold or four times the perceptual threshold, the sympathetic response is larger for IP stimulation compared to EP stimulation. In this subject, a respiration rate during experiment was about 15 beats per minute (BPM) and a heart rate, about 66 BPM. The mean respiration rate for 10 subjects was 14.1 ± 0.8 BPM (mean ± SE; n = 10: range, 12-18) and the mean heart rate, 61.8 ± 2.5 BPM (mean ± SE; n = 10: range, 48-72).
IESEPs and SSRs following intraepidermal electrical stimulation
The averaged IESEPs obtained from one subject and the grandaveraged IESEPs across 10 subjects are compared in Fig. 2 . As shown in Fig. 2A , the amplitude of N200 or P400 in a representative subject was larger for IP stimulation compared to EP stimulation with either stimulus intensity. Fig. 3 illustrates root mean square waveforms of IESEPs in both IP and EP stimulation that were obtained from all the subjects; when the stimulus intensity was augmented, the amplitude of IESEPs also was increased in all subjects. As to N200 response, three subjects out of 10 subjects (subjects 7, 8 and 10 in Fig. 3 ) did not have a well-defined N200 response following EP or IP stimulation with either low or high intensity; nor another four subjects (subjects 1, 2, 5 and 6 in Fig. 3 , left panel) did following EP or IP stimulation at the perceptual threshold. P400 response was discerned in all subjects for either IP or EP stimulation with high intensity of four times the perceptual threshold; but when the stimulus intensity was as low as the perceptual threshold level, the P400 was not elicited for EP stimulation in five subjects (subjects 1306.4 ± 322.1 0.005 a n = 6: N200 was unidentified in four subjects. b n = 9: SSR (sympathetic skin response) was not elicited by expiratory phase stimulation in one subject.
1, 6, 7, 8 and 10 in Fig. 3, left panel) . As illustrated in Figs. 2A and 3 , effects of respiration on the N200 or P400 component of IESEPs following nociceptive stimulation were evident; during IP but not EP, the IES with low intensity at the perceptual threshold elicited well-defined IESEPs. When the intensity of the IES was increased to four times the perceptual threshold, the amplitude of N200 or P400 response at Cz electrode was larger for IP stimulation than EP stimulation. Regardless of difference in stimulus intensity, the amplitude of N200 or P400 of IESEPs is larger for IP stimulation compared to EP stimulation.
The results of statistical analyses for the amplitude of N200, P400 or SSR after IES applied at the perceptual threshold are summarized in Table 1 . The mean amplitude of N200 for EP stimulation at the perceptual threshold was −1.7 ± 0.8 V (mean ± SE; n = 6: range, −4.6 to 0) that was smaller compared to IP stimulation (−4.1 ± 0.8 V; range, −6.0 to −1.8) (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.028). The mean amplitude of P400 for EP stimulation at the perceptual threshold was 3.4 ± 1.2 V (mean ± SE; n = 10: range, 0-7.8) that also was smaller compared to IP stimulation (12.7 ± 1.0 V; range, 7.0-17.7) (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.005). A similar result was obtained for the amplitude of SSR; the mean amplitude of SSR for EP stimulation at the perceptual threshold was 197.4 ± 106.3 V (mean ± SE; n = 10: range, 0-1078.9) and that for IP stimulation, 1306.4 ± 322.1 V (range, 71.2-3472.5): the former was significantly smaller than the latter (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.005). The latency of N200 for IP stimulation at the perceptual threshold that was identified in six subjects was ranged from 206 to 267 ms (mean 238.7 ms). The N200 for EP stimulation at the perceptual threshold was discerned in only three subjects; the latency of the N200 was 253, 279 and 293 ms. The latency of P400 for IP stimulation at the perceptual threshold that was obtained from 10 subjects was ranged from 327 to 502 ms (mean 397.1 ms); the P400 for EP stimulation at the perceptual threshold was identified in five subjects and its latency was ranged from 369 to 497 ms (mean 420.0 ms). The latency of SSR for IP stimulation at the perceptual threshold that was obtained from 10 subjects was ranged from 2056 to 3623 ms (mean 2871.1 ms); the SSR for EP stimulation at the perceptual threshold was recorded from only six subjects and the latency of the SSR was ranged from 2211 to 4928 ms (mean 3342.2 ms).
The results of statistical analyses for the amplitude or latency of N200, P400 or SSR after IES applied with high intensity of four times as large as the perceptual threshold was summarized in Table 2 . The mean amplitude of N200 for EP stimulation with high intensity was −5.4 ± 1.3 V (mean ± SE; n = 7: range, −8.9 to 0) that was smaller compared to IP stimulation (−11.5 ± 1.2 V; range, −17.6 to −8.8) (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.028). The mean amplitude of P400 for EP stimulation with high intensity was 15.7 ± 2.2 V (mean ± SE; n = 10: range, 8.2-33.5) that also was smaller compared to IP stimulation (22.5 ± 1.2 V; range, 17.2-38.9) (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.005). The mean amplitude of SSR for EP stimulation with high intensity was 628.1 ± 250.6 V (mean ± SE; n = 10: 2819.4 ± 206.4 0.139 a n = 6: N200 was unidentified in three subjects: N200 was elicited by inspiratory phase stimulation alone in one subject.
b n = 9: SSR (sympathetic skin response) was not elicited by expiratory phase stimulation in one subject. range, 0-2538) and that for IP stimulation, 1702.7 ± 452.3 V (range, 212 to 4319): the former was significantly smaller than the latter (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.005). The mean latency of N200 for EP stimulation with high intensity obtained from six subjects was 214.8 ± 12.7 ms (mean ± SE; n = 6: range, 184-256) and that for IP stimulation, 212.2 ± 14.1 ms (mean ± SE; n = 6: range, 179-215); there was no significant difference between the two ( Table 2 ). The mean latency of P400 for EP stimulation with high intensity was 385.5 ± 15.3 ms (mean ± SE; n = 10: range, 316-449) and that for IP stimulation, 364.9 ± 8.6 ms (mean ± SE; n = 10: range, 321-401); there was no significant difference between the two ( Table 2 ). The mean latency of SSR for EP stimulation with high intensity that was identified in nine subjects was 3241.9 ± 270.4 ms (mean ± SE; n = 9: range, 2379-4955) and that for IP stimulation, 2819.4 ± 206.4 ms (mean ± SE; n = 9: range, 2138-4224). There was no significant difference in the latency of SSR between EP and IP stimulation (Table 2) .
Analysis of the amplitude of DPG wave following intraepidermal electrical stimulation
When a nociceptive stimulus was applied, the amplitude of DPG was beginning to decline from the forth or fifth beat after stimulation and reached a trough at the sixth beat after stimulation. Since one subject showed bradycardia, a statistical analysis of sequential changes in the amplitude of DPG following the IES was made for nine subjects. Fig. 4 compares mean sequential changes in the amplitude of post-stimulus DPG wave from the first to eighth beat after IES with low intensity (the perceptual threshold) or high intensity (four times the perceptual threshold) during EP or IP, described as a ratio to the amplitude of pre-stimulus DPG averaged across 5 beats. We employed a two-way 2 × 9 (stimulus condition × time course (from pre-stimulus to 8th post-stimulus)) analysis of variance (ANOVA) repeated measures design where three sets of conditions were analyzed: EP sham vs. EP pain stimulus; IP sham vs. IP pain stimulus; and EP pain stimulus vs. IP pain stimulus. The results obtained with low stimulus intensity at the perceptual threshold are illustrated in the left column of Fig. 4 . On the top panel in the left column, mean sequential changes in DPG amplitude are compared between EP sham stimulus and EP pain stimulus at the perceptual threshold. As a result of a two-way 2 × 9 (stimulus condition (EP sham vs. EP pain stimulus) × time course (from pre-stimulus to 8th post-stimulus)) ANOVA, the main effect of stimulus condition was significant, [F(1, 8) (Fig. 4) .
The results of sequential changes in the amplitude of DPG obtained with high stimulus intensity at four times the perceptual threshold are illustrated in the right column of Fig. 4 , which is in accordance with those obtained with low stimulus intensity at the perceptual threshold in the left column. On the top panel in the right column, a two-way 2 × 9 (stimulus condition (EP sham vs. EP pain stimulus) × time course (from pre-stimulus to 8th post-stimulus)) ANOVA repeated measures design showed that the main effect of stimulus condition was significant, [F(1, 8) To summarize, the amplitude of DPG wave, normally fluctuating during every respiratory cycle, decreased markedly from the fourth or fifth beat after a noxious stimulus was given to a subject; the magnitude of decrement was larger after IP stimulation than EP stimulation regardless of stimulus strength (bottom panels in Fig. 4) .
Subjective evaluation of pain intensity induced by IES and a respiratory cycle
During one recording session of EP or IP stimulation, we kept stimulus intensity constant: the perceptual threshold level or four times the perceptual threshold. However, the subjective pain intensity rating scale fluctuated a little during the session. Fig. 5 illustrates frequency distributions of the subjective evaluation of pain intensity described as the WBS for each EP or IP stimulation in 10 subjects. With low intensity of the perceptual threshold, the subjective evaluation was fluctuated between "Face 0" and "Face 1" for either EP or IP stimulation; but "Face 1" was significantly more frequent for IP stimulation compared to EP stimulation (Chi-square test, Chi squared = 144.361, df = 1, p < 0.001). Likewise, with high intensity of four times as large as the perceptual threshold, the subjective evaluation was fluctuated between "Face 1" and "Face 2" for either EP or IP stimulation; but the incidence of "Face 2" was higher for IP stimulation compared to EP stimulation (Chi-square test, Chi squared = 65.981, df = 1, p < 0.001). In either stimulus Fig. 4 . Mean sequential changes in the amplitude of post-stimulus digital plethysmogram (DPG) from the first to eighth beat after intraepidermal stimulation (IES), described as a percentage to that of pre-stimulus DPG averaged across 5 beats. Left column, with low intensity at the pain perceptual threshold: right column, with high intensity at four times the perceptual threshold. Filled squares and circles indicate stimulation on EP (expiratory phase) and IP (inspiratory phase) with either stimulus intensity, respectively. Open squares and circles indicate sham stimulation on EP and IP, respectively. A significant difference in post-stimulus DPG wave amplitude for each set of comparison, revealed by post hoc paired t-test, was indicated as a star (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001), after confirming significant main effects of stimulus condition and time course by a two-way 2 × 9 (stimulus condition × time course (from pre-stimulus to 8th post-stimulus)) analysis of variance (ANOVA) repeated measures design. When IES is applied with high intensity at four times the perceptual threshold. With low intensity at the perceptual threshold, the subjective evaluation was fluctuated between "Face 0" and "Face 1" for either EP or IP stimulation; but "Face 1" was significantly more frequent for IP stimulation compared to EP stimulation (Chi-square test, Chi squared = 144.361, df = 1, p < 0.001). Likewise, with high intensity at four times the perceptual threshold, the subjective evaluation was fluctuated between "Face 1" and "Face 2" for either EP or IP stimulation; but the incidence of "Face 2" was higher for IP stimulation compared to EP stimulation (Chi-square test, Chi squared = 65.981, df = 1, p < 0.001).
Fig. 6.
Intraepidermal electrical stimulus-evoked potentials (IESEPs) based on the difference in the subjective evaluation of pain intensity in each subject. Regardless of a variety of stimulating conditions, single trials were grouped into three categories including "Face 0", "Face 1" and "Face 2" of the Wong-Baker FACES pain rating scale and then averaged for each category. From left to right column, "Face 0", "Face 1" and "Face 2", respectively. Overlaid were the traces obtained from 35 scalp sites, depicted from −300 to 700 ms post-stimulus, that follow IES to the dorsum of the left hand. Stimulus onset occurred at 0 ms in each panel. Note that the amplitude of IESEPs corresponds to the subjective evaluation of pain intensity in each subject though there is an individual difference in the amplitude of N200 or P400 component of IESEPs. intensity, EP stimulation produced weaker pain feeling compared to IP stimulation.
Subjective evaluation of pain intensity induced by IES and brain or sympathetic response
Regardless of a variety of stimulating conditions, single trials were grouped into three categories including "Face 0", "Face 1" and "Face 2" of the WBS and then averaged for each category. Fig. 6 shows IESEPs based on the difference in the subjective evaluation of pain intensity in each subject. It is noteworthy that the amplitude of IESEPs corresponds to the subjective evaluation of pain intensity in each subject though there is an individual difference in the amplitude of N200 or P400 component of the IESEPs. In Fig. 7 , the grand-averaged intraepidermal electrical stimulus-evoked potentials (IESEPs) across 10 subjects are illustrated that were based on the difference in the subjective evaluation of pain intensity such as "Face 0", "Face 1" and "Face 2" of the WBS. The amplitude of IESEPs increases when the subjective evaluation of pain intensity changes from "Face 1" to "Face 2". The result of the statistical analysis on the variables of the N200, P400, SSR or DPG is shown in Table 3 . The mean amplitude value of the N200, P400 or SSR and the decrement of DPG amplitude as a percentage of the post-stimulus DPG wave amplitude to the pre-stimulus one differ among the distinct subjective evaluation of pain intensity expressed as "Face 0", "Face 1" and "Face 2" of the WBS (Friedman test, p < 0.001). When the subject did not feel pain ("Face 0"), the N200, P400 or SSR was not elicited and nor decreased the amplitude of the post-stimulus DPG wave, either. The latency of P400 was significantly shorter in "Face 2" than that in "Face 1" (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.014), whereas no significant difference was found in the latency of N200 or SSR between "Face 1" and "Face 2" (Table 3 ).
Discussion
IESEPs and sympathetic activity following intraepidermal electrical stimulation change during a respiratory cycle
We have found that the respiratory cycle modulates the magnitude of brain potentials and sympathetic activity following noxious IES that induces first pain. The intensity of IES was kept constant at the perceptual threshold level or at four times as large as the perceptual threshold: the magnitudes of IESEPs and SSR elicited by the IES were smaller when applied during EP compared to IP with either stimulus intensity. In addition to SSR, as another measurement of a somato-sympathetic reflex, we evaluated a gradual decrease in the amplitude of DPG wave of the fifth to eighth successive beat after noxious stimulation that perhaps reflects a decrease in digital blood flow as a result of cutaneous vasoconstriction. We have found that a gradual post-stimulus decrease in DPG amplitude was modulated by the respiratory cycle: the magnitude of reduction in DPG amplitude was less marked when noxious stimuli were applied during EP compared to IP. In addition, we confirmed that the subjective evaluation of pain intensity changes depending on stimulus timing during EP or IP: although the subjective evaluation of pain intensity was fluctuated when noxious stimulation was repeated with constant intensity during EP or IP, the incidence of feeling no pain was higher for EP stimulation at the perceptual threshold; that of feeling weak pain such as "Face 1" also was significantly higher for EP stimulation with high intensity of four times the perceptual threshold. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first report to demonstrate that the subjective pain intensity rating score, in accordance with the magnitude of brain potential induced by selective noxious stimulation, and the response of sudomotor or vasoconstrictor neurons as a somato-sympathetic reflex, are modulated by the respiratory cycle: subjects feel less pain and have smaller pain-related responses such as IESEP and SSR when IES with a certain strength was delivered during EP compared to when applied during IP.
Possible mechanisms underlying analgesic effects of expiration
Pain can be regarded as a negative emotion that is part of the arousal/stress system characterized by increased sympathetic activation (Craig, 2003) . Slow breathing increases activation of bronchiopulmonary vagal afferents and enhances heart rate variability, leading to augmented parasympathetic tone that counteracts to sympathetic activation and thereby, homeostatic processing (Berntson et al., 1993) . Thus, one possible mechanism explaining analgesic effects of slow breathing is to keep the balance between sympathetic activity and parasympathetic one in autonomic nervous system by augmenting parasympathetic tone (Zautra et al., 2010) . A recent experimental pain study on Zen meditation, however, provided alternative top-down mechanisms of pain modulation by slow breathing (Zeidan et al., 2011) . The fMRI mapping of subjects who underwent Zen meditation showed that meditation resulted in alteration of activity in executive-level brain regions, All data were expressed as mean ± SE. a n = 7: N200 was unidentified in three subjects. b n = 9: the proportion of the amplitude of the sixth post-stimulus DPG to the mean amplitude of five pre-stimulus DPG was analyzed in nine subjects.
i.e., anterior cingulate cortex, anterior insula and orbitofrontal cortex, that was accompanied with the magnitude of decreased pain intensity ratings. It was then supposed that meditation-related activation in these executive-level cortical areas influenced nociceptive information processing via cortico-cortical pathways and produced the widespread deactivation of the thalamus that was caused by cortico-thalamic interaction (Zeidan et al., 2011 ). In the current study, the respiration rate ranged from 12 to 18 (mean 14.1) beats per minute in 10 subjects and did not alter between EP and IP stimulation session in each subject. No subject in the present study underwent Zen meditation with slow breathing. Therefore, analgesic effects of expiration found in the current study cannot share pain modulation mechanisms of slow breathing that have been explained by parasympathetic dominance of autonomic nervous activity or by meditation-related activation in the executive-level cortical areas. When IES strength was as low as the perceptual threshold, the subject's perception of pain, IESEPs and somato-sympathetic responses were evoked together, or none of them occurred, as if all of them obeyed an "all-or-none principle": the threshold IES during expiration usually fails to produce the perception of pain while the threshold IES during inspiration produces it. The perception of pain and IESEPs presumably result from orchestrating cortical network activity with synchronous oscillations of neurons across distant brain regions for pain processing such as prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex and anterior insula in addition to primary and secondary somatosensory cortices (Zhang et al., 2012) . The somato-sympathetic responses manifested as SSR and a decrease in DPG amplitude in response to IES are the reflex activity to noxious stimuli that originates from the brainstem or the higher center of the autonomic nervous system such as the hypothalamus or the amygdala. Therefore, the respiratory modulation of pain processing within the brain cannot fully explain the fact that stimulus timing during either inspiration or expiration determines presence or absence of pain percept, IESEPs, and somato-sympathetic responses when the IES is applied at the perceptual threshold intensity. Alternatively, a reasonable explanation for the fact described above is that the respiratory cycle-dependent gating effect of nociceptive information takes place at the initial portion of the central nociceptive sensory pathways.
Cutaneous vasoconstrictor and sudomotor activity, modulated by a spontaneous respiratory cycle, is transiently augmented as a somato-sympathetic reflex response after cooling or nociceptive stimulation of the limb or body (Häbler & Jänig, 1995) . The reflex center of this somato-sympathetic reflex arc involves Raphé nucleus in the medulla (Rathner et al., 2001 ) that relays descending information from the hypothalamus or the amygdala to the spinal sympathetic pathways (Nalivaiko & Blessing, 2001) . Recently, serotonergic cells in Raphé magnus and adjacent reticular formation have been found to discharge in response to a very slow frequency rhythm with a period of minutes and/or a respiratory rhythm (Mason et al., 2007) . Presumably these serotonergic cells, receiving an efference copy from the respiratory centers, integrate information about multiple homeostatic activities and challenges, and can consequently modulate spinal processes according to the most pressing need of the organism (Mason et al., 2007) . Thus we suppose that, in humans, serotonergic neurons in the caudal raphe complex corresponding to the medullary raphe magnus in rodents (Hornung, 2003) , the activity of which is modulated by a respiratory cycle, may play a critical role in gating of nociceptive information at the dorsal horn of the spinal cord to which they project their descending fibers. Nociceptive suppression during expiratory phase may result from phasic activation of nociceptive-inhibiting neurons and/or phasic inhibition of nociceptive-facilitating neurons at the dorsal horn. Since the serotonergic neurons in the rostral raphe complex project to multiple sites of the brain (Hornung, 2003) , central processing of nociceptive information can be modulated by the respiratory cycle. It remains, however, undetermined as yet to what extent and how cognitive processing of nociceptive and non-nociceptive somatosensory information is modulated by the respiratory cycle through changes in activity of serotonergic projection system; contrary to the N200/P400 components of IESEPs, long latency components of median nerve stimulation evoked potentials may be decreased during IP (Ozaki, Iwabe and Takada, in preparation), which is in line with a recent study on "painful" sural nerve stimulation evoked potentials (Arsenault et al., 2013) .
Subjective evaluation of pain intensity and IESEPs or sympathetic activity
We have shown that, apart from stimulus intensity or stimulus timing during IP or EP, the subjective evaluation of pain intensity from "Face 0" to "Face 2" correlates the results of electrophysiological investigation such as the amplitude of the IESEPs (N200 and P400 components) and SSR or a rate of decremental change of the DPG amplitude (Table 3) . A positive relationship between the amplitude of the IESEPs and the perceived pain intensity in the current study is in accordance with previous experimental pain studies using laser stimulation (Carmon et al., 1978; Beydoun et al., 1993; Garcia-Larrea et al., 1997; Iannetti et al., 2005; Inui et al., 2006; Kakigi, 1994) or dental electrical stimulation (Chen et al., 1979) . The mean latency of P400 correlated with the perceived pain intensity: the stronger the pain intensity score, the shorter the P400 latency. As to the sympathetic nervous system activity by nociceptive sensation, the subjective evaluation of pain intensity is directly proportional to the amplitude of SSR or to a rate of decremental change of the DPG amplitude. We think that measurement of SSR or DPG as presented in the current study has a benefit to let us know subject's explicit bodily reaction as a sympathetic response when subjects or patients suffer profound pain (see a review, Korhonen and Yli-Hankala, 2009 ). However, since SSR is often elicited by deep inspiration and DPG fluctuates in response to spontaneous respiration, the variability of both subjective pain intensity ratings and SSR or DPG should be clarified when applying SSR or DPG in clinical situation or in experimental settings of pain research in which different stimulating methods are used (Breimhorst et al., 2011) .
On the one hand the magnitude of IESEPs and SSR is directly proportional to the subjective evaluation of pain intensity from "Face 0" to "Face 2", but on the other hand it does not always correlates applied stimulus intensity. As described previously, noxious stimulation during EP is less effective to produce pain than that during IP, even when stimulus intensity is constant. Most previous studies have considered effects of the stimulus intensity on pain perception and brain responses but not effects of the timing of stimulation such as EP or IP. This may explain in part the diversity in results as to a relationship between applied stimulus intensity and the magnitude of subjective pain intensity rating scales or brain potentials (Beydoun et al., 1993) .
Conclusions
The present study revealed that pain processing fluctuates during normal breathing, and that pain is gated within the central nervous system during expiration. Even a feeble pain produced by minimal noxious stimulus at the threshold level results in brain potentials and changes in sympathetic nervous system functions; but the difference in subjective evaluation of pain intensity is in accordance with the difference in the amplitude of brain potentials and SSR or in a rate of decremental change of the DPG amplitude.
